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The Holy Father's World Peace Day Message
From NC News reports
The following was excerpted from the Pope
John Paul H's message for World Day of
Peace, Jan. 1. The text is entitled: "Peace is
a Value With No Frontiers: North-South,
East-West: Only One Peace."
1. P e a c e a s a universal value
t the beginning of the new
year, taking my inspiration
from Christ, the Prince of
peace, I renew my commitment
and that of the whole Catholic
Church to the cause of peace.
At the same time, I extend to every individual
and to all peoples of the Earth my earnest
greeting and my good wishes: Peace to all of
you. Peace to all hearts.
Peace is a value of such importance that it
must be proclaimed anew and promoted by
all. There is no human being who does not
benefit from peace ... All the nations of the
world can fully realize their interlinked
destinies only if, together, they pursue peace
as a universal value.
On the occasion of this 19th World Day of
Peace, in the International Year of Peace
proclaimed by the United Nations, I offer to
everyone as a message of hope my profound
conviction: Peace is a value with no frontiers. It is a value that responds to the hopes
and aspirations of all people and all nations,
of young and old, and of all men and women
of good wilL This is what 1 proclaim to
everyone, and especially to the leaders of the
world.
The question of peace as a universal value
needs to be faced with extreme intellectual
honesty, sincerity of spirit and an acute sense
of responsibility to oneself and to the nations
of the Earth. I would ask those responsible
for political decisions affecting the relationships between North and South, between
East and West, to be convinced that there
can be only one peace. Those upon whom the
future of the world depends — regardless of
their political philosophy, economic system
or religious commitment — are all called to
help construct a single peace on the basis of
_social justice and the dignity and rights of
every human person.
This task requires a radical openness to all
humanity and a conviction of the interrelatedness of all the nations of the world.
This interrelatedness is expressed in an
interdependence that can prove either profoundly advantageous or profoundly destructive. Hence, worldwide solidarity and
cooperation constitute ethical. imperatives
that appeal to the consciences of individuals
and to the responsibilities of all nations. And
it is in this context of ethical imperatives that
I address the whole world for Jan. 1, 1986,
proclaiming the universal value of peace.
2. Threats to peace
In putting forward this vision of peace at
the dawn of a new year, we are deeply aware
that in the present situation peace is also a
value that rests on foundations that are very
fragile. At first glance, our goal to make
peace an absolute imperative may seem to be
Utopian, since our world gives such ample
evidence of excessive self-interest in the
context of opposed political, ideological and
economic groups. Caught in the grip of these
systems, leaders and various groups are led
to pursue their particular aims and their
ambitions of power, progress and wealth,
without taking sufficiently into account the
necessity and duty of international solidarity
and cooperation for the benefit of the
common good of all peoples who make up
the human family.
In this situation, blocs are formed and
maintained. These blocs divide and oppose
peoples, groups and individuals, making
peace precarious and setting up grave
obstacles to development. Positions harden,
and the excessive desire to maintain one's
advantage or to increase one's share often
becornes the overriding rationale for action.
This leads to exploitation of others, and the
spiral grows toward a polarization that feeds
on the fruits of self-interest and the increasing mistrust of others. In such a situation, it
is the small and the weak, the poor and the
voiceless who suffer most.
The spectre of nuclear weapons originating
in the opposition of East and West, remains
the most dramatic and compelling example
of this. Nuclear weapons are so powerful in
their destructive capacities ' and nuclear
strategies so inclusive in their designs, that
the popular imagination is often paralyzed
by fear.
The only way to respond to this legitimate
ear of ... nuclear destruction is progress in

negotiation for the reduction of nuclear
weapons and for mutually agreed-upon
measures that will lessen the likelihood of
nuclear warfare. I would ask the nuclear
power* once again to reflect on their very
grave moral and political responsibility in
this matter. It is an obligation that some have
also juridically accepted in international
agreements; for all it is an obligation by
reason of a basic co-responsibility for peace
and development.
But the threat of nuclear weapons is not
the only way that conflict is made permanent
and increased. The increasing sale and
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which implies a more perfect
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form of justice among
and women So wrote Pope
Paul VI in 1967
On the occasion of January 1 1986
which John Paul Ii has designated
World Day of Peace I invite the people
ot the Church of Rochester to reflect
with me on our local peacemaking
it fort and to ask how we might
continue ihem in this new year It is
particularly tppropnate that we do thu
in 1986 the United Nations international \ car of Peace
John Paul U has selected as the theme
for this day Peace is a value with no
trontitrs
The day s accompanying.
»Io«an North South East West Only
One Peace " incorporates our banc
Catholic undemanding of true pease
The slogan connotes the essentialinte
gration of justice and peace and in
dicates that there can be no peace
between the superpowers as long as the
vast gulf of injustice separatee the rich
countries of the northern hemisphere
Umax she poor nations at the south So
aa we reflect oo our peace making, w»
must be ever conscious of the tie that
binds justice and peace together
In looking back on diocesan peacemaking efforts in 1985 1 remember the
Mass for Peace, celebrated on August 9
to ccmincmorate the atomic bombings
of Hirosfcmne and Nagasaki On that
Friday eYanins, note than 350 peopk
frem afl parts of the diocese gathered at
St Francs* Dc Sals* C k m a la Geneva,
to pray for dm wsetaaa- «# chose bombings and to etfgfjsjt lisianjattei to
working for. a. «prM m stfefek w o >
destructHe power wtV stayer agam. be
unleashed
More than 20 parishes sasjt repmv
sentauves to participant m tte^mnmi;
procession for tab special Mnmjgx. They
came bearing reports of how aabnparuh
had committed itself to peewmgkmg
The following examples give the flavor
of the way parishes in our diocese have
incorporated peace making into tfcctr
pansh lives through prayer educajneev
and action
• St John s Clyde and St
Patrick s Savannah reported the intc
gration of peace education into their
rehgious education curriculum the use
of the parish bulletin to print excerpts
trom the Challenge of Peace and
e umemcal collaboration on peace ef
forts
• Ss Peter and Paul Rochester,
offered special prayer fasting and sacn
ficc during the week of August 6 9 and
provided adult education on peace and
justice throughout 1985 The pensh also
runs a kitchen a clothes closet and a
day-care center as an outreach directed
toward bmlding justice in its
neighborhood
• St Mary's aad Saend Heart
parishes Aufamtt, both raportttl m e t
• Oar
Peter
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purchase of arms — conventional but very
sophisticated — is causing dire results. While
the major powers have avoided direct conflict, their rivalries have often been acted out
in other parts of the world. Local problems
and regional differences are aggravated and
perpetuated through armaments supplied by
wealthier countries and by the ideologizing
of local conflicts by powers that seek
regional advantage by exploiting the condition of the poor and defenseless.
Between the countries that form the
"North bloc" and those of the "South bloc"
there is a social and economic abyss that
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• In Tioga County, local
Iradrmhrp aoansored a
consider questions rtkjtsjj ta>
economy i p d y n c s . TheflBafrusTiiaor
mifitary industry to peaceful production
was a central concern, «sd a grosp-**
conference parncumntiwa) canyon, that
work m 1986
• A group in St Paul's Parish,
Wejbater has begun a second round of
dawnssioris. on our caB to be peace
makers and the way that this call
chaueagetustotranfeensourHves
• The Finger Lake* Office of Social
Mmutry has costumed ID remind us of
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separates rich from poor ... Added to this is
the unpredictable and fluctuating financial,
situation with its direct impact on countries
that have large debts and are struggling to
achieve some positive development.
In this situation, peace as a universal value
is in great danger. Even if there is no actual
armed conflict as such, where injustice exists,
it is, in fact, a cause and potential factor of
conflict. In any case, a situation of peacejn
the full sense of its value cannot coexist with
injustice. Peace cannot be. reduced-to the
mere absence of conflict; it is the'tranquility
and completeness of order ..'. As a value,
peace is continually endangered by vested
interests, by diverging .and opposing interpretations, and even by clever manipulations for the service of ideologies and
political systems that have domination as
their ultimate aim.

3. Overcoming the
current situation
There are those who claim the present
situation is natural and inevitable. Relations
between individuals and between states are
said to be characterized by permanent
conflict. This doctrinal and political outlook
is translated into a model of society and a
system of international relations dominated
by competition and antagonism, in which the
strongest prevails. Peace born from such an
outlook can only be an "arrangement,"
suggested by the principle of Realpolitik. As
ah "arrangement," it seeks not so much to
resolve tensions through justice and equity as
to manage differences and conflicts in order
to maintain a kind of balance that will
preserve whatever is in the interests of the
dominating party. It is clear that "peace"
built and maintained on social injustices and
ideological conflict will never become a true
peace for the world.
To those who think that blocs are inevitable, we answer that it is possible, indeed
necessary, to set up new types of society and
of international relations that will ensure
justice and peace on stable and universal
foundations. Indeed, a healthy realism suggests that such types cannot be simply
imposed from above or from outside, or
effected only by methods and techniques... It
is above all the hearts and the attitudes jof
people that must be changed, and this needs
a renewal, a conversion of individuals... A
new international system ... is the path
humanity must take if it is to enter into an
age of universal peace and integral development.

4. The path of solidarity
and dialogue
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familiar with the pastoral letter
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Economy * and to advocate for economic justice
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peace and to East and abstain from
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Any new international system capable of
overcoming the logic of blocs and opposing
forces must be based on the personal
commitment of" everyone to make the basic
and primary needs of humanity the first
imperative of international policy. Today,
countless human beings in all parts of the
world have acquired a vivid sense of their
fundamental equality, their human dignity
and their inalienable rights. At the same
time, there is a growing awareness that
humanity has a profound unity of interests,
vocation and destiny, and that all peoples, in
the variety and richness of their different
national characteristics, are called to form a
single family.
It is important to note that an awareness is
gaining ground ... that reconciliation, justice
and peace between individuals and between
nations ... are not merely a noble appeal
meant for a few idealists, but are a condition
for survival of life itself. Consequently, the
establishment of an order based on justice
and peace is vitally needed today, as a clear
moral imperative-valid for all people and
regimes, above ideologies and systems.
The right path to a world community in
which justice and peace will reign without
frontiers ... is the path of solidarity, dialogue
and universal brotherhood. This is the only
path possible. Political, economic, social and
cultural relations and systems must be
imbued with the values of solidarity and
dialogue which, in turn, require an institutional dimension in the form of special
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